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Naturalistic Teaching
RBT Module 5
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This training program is based on the RBT Task List (2nd ed.) and is
designed to meet the 40-hour training requirement for RBT certification.
The program is offered independent of the BACB
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In this Presentation
C5→ Implement Naturalistic Teaching Procedures
D-3→ Implement interventions based on modification of
antecedents such as motivating operations and
discriminative stimuli
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Natural Environmental Teaching (NET)
Playing smart: ABA teaching embedded in play and routines
AKAs→ Natural environment training, pivotal response training, incidental
teaching
Various programs and procedures have been created

(Tarbox & Tarbox, 2016)
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NET typically involves the following:
● Child-directed
● Reinforcement related to
Natural Environmental
Teaching
interaction
● Motivation embedded in teaching
context
Playing smart: ABA teaching embedded
in play and routines
● Interspersal of mastered skills
AKAs→ Natural environment training, pivotal response training, incidental
teaching
Various programs and procedures have been created

(Tarbox & Tarbox, 2016)
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General Steps to be Successful
with Naturalist Teaching!
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NET General Steps
1. Prepare the environment
2. Engage the learner

5. If initiation is not sufficient→
Prompt

3. The learner initiates response
4. If initiation is sufficient→ R+

6. If learner responded to
prompts→ R+ & fade prompt
over time
7. Esure environment arranged
for another learning
opportunity
(Tarbox & Tarbox, 2016)
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Prepare the Environment
Identify the skills you plan to work on.
Maintain control over particular opportunities that need to be contrived while also
arranging the environment with client’s preference in mind (e.g., preferred toy out of
reach).
Make sure this is done prior to your session: Before you are responsible for the
client!

(Tarbox & Tarbox, 2016)
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When you prepare for instruction at
the table you should also be thinking
about how you can create
Prepare the Environment
opportunities for the client to
demonstrate that skill or expand
Identify the skills you plan to workupon
on. that skill away from the table/
formal instructional session!

Maintain control over particular opportunities that need to be contrived while also
arranging the environment with client’s preference in mind (e.g., preferred toy out of
reach).
Make sure this is done prior to your session: Before you are responsible for the
client!

(Tarbox & Tarbox, 2016)
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Engage the Learner
Your environment for NET is arranged with the goal to evoke an initiation from the
learner!
●
●

Play next to, but out of reach from a toy
Give them a toy with a missing part (e.g., paint brush and paper, no paint) or missing
batteries

●

Gain the client’s attention
○ Get face-to-face, exaggerate your gestures, increase or decrease enthusiasm
according to client preference

●

Once you have the client’s attention, contrive a clear opportunity for them to
respond
(Tarbox & Tarbox, 2016)
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Learner Initiates Response
Initiates→ Reaches for item, looks at therapist expectantly, gestures, etc.
(depends on level of verbal behavior of the client)
Why is an initiation important?
● Tell the therapist client is motivated to interact with them

(Tarbox & Tarbox, 2016)
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Learner Response is Sufficient→ Reinforce
If the learner’s initiation is their target response→ REINFORCE!
For example:
● The learner is missing a crayons to complete their coloring sheet.
Currently they are working on mands with 3-5 words. The client says,
“Can I have crayons?”
● The therapist immediately provides crayons
(Tarbox & Tarbox, 2016)
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Learner Response is Insufficient→ Prompt
If the learner’s initiation is not their target response→ Prompt!
For example:
● The client is missing his crayons. When they see the crayons (in sight,
out of reach), the client’s initial initiation is to reach for them without
saying anything. At this point the therapist can use an echoic prompt by
saying, “Paintbrush.”
(Tarbox & Tarbox, 2016)
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Learner Responded to Prompt→ Reinforce & Fade
If the client responds to the prompt correctly, reinforce.
Be sure contrive another scenario to use the same skill so that you can
provide another independent opportunity for the client to respond, and
fade out the prompt!

(Tarbox & Tarbox, 2016)
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Ensure Environment Arranged for next Opportunity
We always want to have more than one learning opportunity! Whether to
fade a prompt or to expand on a target response the client is emitting
accurately.
For example:
● Let’s say you give the client colors, maybe after a minute you say, “My
turn,” and remove the crayons. Now you’ve set up another opportunity.
● Or when they ask for the crayons initially maybe you only give them
one color to set up opportunities for them to ask for other colors
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A Major Variable in Naturalistic Teaching...
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A Major Variable in Naturalistic Teaching...

Motivating Operations

25

(Shibutani, 2017)
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Motivating Operations Cont.
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Motivating Operations Cont.
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NET
Using motivating operations to facilitate behavior
● MO→ Increase or decrease the power of a reinforcer in value
○ Satiation, deprivation
During transitions, breaks, play
Communication, model play or social skills, model behavior that increases
independence (not necessarily a specified program, target, or goal)
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NET Cont.
Using motivating operations to facilitate behavior outside of structured
teaching (DTT, LUs)
Using what a person wants (MO) to elicit behaviors, often communication
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Manipulating (Contriving) MOs
Restrict or provide access to items or activities (Deprivation/ Satiation)
● Edible reinforcer before (deprivation) versus immediately following
(satiation) lunch
● Child may want a toy they cannot reach (deprivation)
● Child sitting and working for extended time may want to work for an
active game (satiation)
Behavior Chain Interruption Strategy (BCIS) (Grunsell & Carter, 2002)
Speaker Immersion Procedure (Naresh et al., 2020)
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There are MANY to Contrive an
1. Interrupt client response playfully
(e.g., use a stuffed bear to block
their train on the track)

1. Utilize items that will require
assistance
2. Provide toy or activity with missing

2. Turn taking
3. Item in sight, out of reach
4. Control access to an item

items
3. Use ‘silly situations’ (e.g., the client
has a blue shirt on and you say,

5. Give small portions

“Wow, that’s a pretty orange shirt,”
to create opportunity for them to
correct you)
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https://youtu.be/mnkEZaAHGrA
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Terminology Check
Discriminative Stimulus (Sd, antecedent)→ Signal the reinforcement may
be available
● Signal or cue that has indicated availability of reinforcement in the past
Motivating operations→ Increase or decrease the value or power of a
reinforcer
● Ask: “Could the behavior be performed at any time but is momentarily
more or less desired?”
● Deprivation and satiation
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More Examples
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I get 4 hours of sleep:
● EO→ Sleep deprivation (want more sleep)
● Sd→ Email indicates that first two appointments canceled (signals the
availability of more sleep)
● Set alarm for two hours later
Sleep deprivation altered the value of sleep (reinforcer)

Behavior Analyst Supervisor (BAS) RBT Study Guide
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I get 4 hours of sleep:
I can sleep for two more hours at any point
● Current MO (sleep deprivation) alters value of sleep now
● Going to sleep is not more available, but more desirable

Behavior Analyst Supervisor (BAS) RBT Study Guide
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Changing MO Example
Students can leave class and run a lap around a predesignated area at any
time
● Reduce elopement, leaving one’s seat or fidgeting. Run more→ ‘want’
to sit
Student has been sitting for an hour
● Recess outside more powerful reinforcer
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Another Example of NET

https://youtu.be/sSPhO_eHeV8
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NET Cont.
Potential Benefits

Potential Drawbacks

●

Better generalization

●

Relies on client motivation

●

Collateral improvement across
responses that were not targets
May see that this teaching style is

●

(particularly difficult if the client has
restricted interests)
Requires planning and for the therapist

preferred by the client and/or
family members

●

●

to conduct teaching ‘on-the-spot
Treatment integrity and consistency
across therapists may be difficult
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NET Summary
● Naturally occurring MOs→ look for initiating responses (grab, point,
reach for, single word mand)
● Manipulate MOs→ BCIS, Deprivation/ Satiation
● Prompt ‘better’ responses (increased skill level or difficulty, novel
response)
○ Provide the desired outcome then create another opportunity for
the client to respond independently
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Balance NET with Learn Unit Instruction
In general Learn Unit Instruction ensure high rates of practice and mastery
for specific responses while NET ensures that the client can demonstrate
the same skills in a more natural environment like a play area (i.e.,
generalization).
The percentage of learn unit instruction and NET outside of a structured
session (e.g., table session) depends on the individual client, but in many
ABA clinics therapists will alternated these types teaching opportunities
frequently
(Tarbox & Tarbox, 2016)
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Speaker Immersion Protocol (SIP)
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Three Publications in the Literature
Ross et al., (2006)
Pistoljevic (2010)
Naresh et al., (2020)
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Speaker Immersion Protocol (SIP)
The speaker immersion protocol (SIP) is an intervention meant to broadly
affect speaker behavior by flooding the environment with mand
opportunities, often through the [behavior chain interruption] strategy
(BCIS) (Naresh et al., 2020)
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Let’s Review Relevant Verbal Operants
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Let’s Review Relevant Verbal Operants

Mand
● Response that specified its
consequence
○ Request, demand
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Let’s Review Relevant Verbal Operants

“Up!”

Mand
● Response that specified its
consequence
○ Request, demand
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Let’s Review Relevant Verbal Operants

“Up!”

Tact
● Response that is evoked by a stimulus in
environment
○ Contact with the environment
○ Generalized reinforcement (social, praise)

Mand
● Response that specified its
consequence
○ Request, demand
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Let’s Review Relevant Verbal Operants

“Up!”

Mand
● Response that specified its
consequence
○ Request, demand

Tact

“It’s a
hawk”

● Response is evoked by stimulus in environment
○ Contact with the environment
○ Generalized reinforcement (social, praise)
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SIP
Contrive a specified number of establishing operations within a specific
amount of time
For example: 60 contrived EOs in 60 minutes (about one per minute)
How are we contriving the EOs?
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EO

52

BCIS

Interrupt a routine or
chain of behaviors
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There are MANY to Contrive an
1. Interrupt client response playfully
(e.g., use a stuffed bear to block
their train on the track)

1. Utilize items that will require
assistance
2. Provide toy or activity with missing

2. Turn taking
3. Item in sight, out of reach
4. Control access to an item

items
3. Use ‘silly situations’ (e.g., the client
has a blue shirt on and you say,

5. Give small portions

“Wow, that’s a pretty orange shirt,”
to create opportunity for them to
correct you)
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58
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What’s our Goal?
We may have multiple:
● Increase spontaneous mands
● Increase number of words used to mand
○ “Cookie?”→ “Cookie, please?”→“Can I have a cookie?”
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SIP: Dependent Measures
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SIP: Dependent Measures
Contrived Establishing Operations (EO) Probe
● Contriving EOs and recording initial response form (Target, non-target,
nonvocal). No feedback (i.e., error correction) provided.
Spontaneous Verbal Operants in Non-instructional Settings (NIS)
● Number of spontaneous verbal operant (i.e., mands, tacts) outside of
the instructional setting: playground, toy area, snack time
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During SIP: Mand Forms
● Non-Vocal
○ Any inarticulate noises (crying, whining) or gestures (pointing,
grabbing) in the presences of an establishing operation (i.e.,
want, desire)
● Non-Target
○ Any vocal mand emitted in the presence of an establishing
operation that is not appropriate to the context, or that does not
meet the MLU (e.g., 2-3 words) for the client
● Target
○ Any vocal mand emitted in the presence of an establishing
operation that is appropriate to the context and meets the MLU
for the client
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During SIP: Echoic Correction
Echoic Correction:
● Client picks up juice box and cries (record as non-vocal)
● Instructor provides an echoic model saying, “Juice” or “I want the
Juice.”
○ Depends on how target is defined
● After the child echoed the model, the therapist gave the child an
independent opportunity to request. Once the child independently
emitted the target mand form the therapist provided the item.
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Example of Typical
Intervention Data
Mastery Criterion: 90% x2 or
100% for one session

Independent Variable
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Another Example
of Intervention
Data:

Mastery Criterion: 90% target
mands across 2 consecutive
sessions

Independent Variable
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Pre-Intervention

Post-Intervention

Number of Mands Emitted for Contrived
Establishing Operations

Participant C

Example of
Contrived EO Data:
Advanced Mand
Repertoire

Dependent Variable
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Pre-Intervention

Post-Intervention

Number of Verbal Operants Emitted in NonInstructional Settings

Participant C

NIS Video Probe:
Advanced Mand
Repertoire

Dependent Variable
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What did we learn?
1. Natural Environment Teaching is important to increasing the number of
teaching opportunities and to generalizing targets across settings.
2. Typically we manipulate motivating operations in the environment to be
successful in NET
3. NET and Contrived EOs have been successful in expanding verbal
behavior. Protocols such as SIP were created to flood the environment
with these opportunities and increase spontaneous verbal behavior!
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